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Collins French to English Dictionary & Grammar is an up-to-date one-way Kindle dictionary with a

user-friendly grammar guide. It lets you look up the English translation of French words. To find out

the French translation of English words you need to buy the Collins English to French Dictionary &

Grammar.Compatibility & FunctionalityÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Basic Text Search works on all Kindle

devicesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Index lookup works on all Kindles except Kindle Fire and Kindle Fire HDÃ¢â‚¬Â¢

Setting as Default Dictionary works on all Kindles except Kindle Fire, Kindle Fire HD, Kindle for

Android and any of the Kindle apps, including Kindle for PC and Kindle for MacÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Search

across the full French to English dictionary by headword.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Show English translations in a

pop-up window when reading French books.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Click through to display the full dictionary

entry. Includes translations, pronunciation and examples.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Dictionary entries

cross-referenced. Click on hyperlinks to jump between entries.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Homographs will be listed

in the index separately.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Inflections using KindleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lookup feature (check

compatibility above).With 100,000 references and over 125,000 translations, plus an easy-to-use

grammar section this is the the ideal translation tool.Collins French to English Dictionary & Grammar

is designed for all learners of French, whether at school, at home, or for business. It will help those

learning French take their language skills to the next level.This Kindle edition of Collins French to

English Dictionary & Grammar has been revised and updated to offer extensive and relevant

coverage of today's English and French, with thousands of phrases and examples guiding the user

to the most appropriate translation.A comprehensive grammar guide presents detailed examples

and translations to help users to understand French grammar Ã¢â‚¬â€œ the perfect complement to

the dictionary.To provide for full English and French indexes on Kindle, Collins French Dictionary &

Grammar is available as two separate English to French and French to English Kindle Books.
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I purchased the Kindle version of this one, because I have a number of French books on my kindle

and the dictionary that came with is is mono-lingual and therefore not of much use for me and my

rather basic French skills. Most of the other dictionaries out there were criticized for not finding

conjugated verbs, etc, and therefore deemed useless, so I decided to pre-order this one and

wait.And it was worth it. I tested it on a page of one of my French (fictional) books. It found all of the

words, even complex conjugated forms of "etre". It gave me the correct infinitive and told me what

form it was, and then gave me the translation. This is the first useful French dictionaly I have found

out there, and it is going to make learning French through reading French books much more

enjoyable for me!Really great! I recommend this dictionary as the default dictionary for every person

interested in reading French books on their kindle!

I just tried it out, and it is so good. Like the other guy who reviewed this (so far), I've found it really

good. Like the other guy I decided to wait, and I'm glad I did. It finds plural words no problem (was

problem with other french-english kindle dictionaries apparently. Makes reading French books a

piece of cake. I'm starting with Madame Bovary (for which I have 2 translations - the free one by

Karl Marx's daughter, and one I ordered through  and I can also compare with those as I read, so

since both those are excellent translations, I really get the idea of the book. Next I want to read a

detective novel I'd tried before, I can't remember the name, which didn't have so good a translation

in English, and try my hand at reading that one (it's free on librivox in voice and on gutenberg,

though I can't right now recall what it's called. I've tried 4 or 5 verb words now, and it's gotten all but

one. You still need to be familiar with a little grammar and sentence structure, and it helps to have a

small paperback verb conjugation book, but other than that I think I'm pretty good to go to read

Flaubert's Madame Bovary. I'll listen to it (the free download on librivox - beautiful reading by the

way by a woman in Denmark), and hopefull sometime in the next 100 years I'll be fluent in French.

Oh yea, that detective novel is [French] Gaboriau, Emile. "Monsieur Lecoq" on librivox and on



gutenberg.org is free.

BUYER BEWARE.... SAVE YOUR MONEY !!I bought this dictionary so that I could translate words

from French to English as I am learning to read in French. The set up was fine and mechanically

everything "works". However, I am so frustrated because many of the definitions actually appear in

FRENCH. I can't read French. That is why I bought a translation dictionary!If you read from an

internet connected device (I also have an iPad), you can automatically translate words using Bing

(not sure if you can change to Google). You just select the word or phrase and the series of pop-ups

will include wiki and Bing. Mine also includes the "translation" from this "dictionary" but most of the

time that is useless or confusing. What is shown in the pop-up is rarely useful at all and I have to

click 'more' and keep digging through piles of text (much in French) and hopefully eventually get the

word or phrase I need.The Bing box will have a straight forward simple translation so that you can

keep reading. If you have access to the Kindle app on any smart device.... you do not need to buy a

dictionary to get help as you read in French.I really should have downloaded the sample first. Sigh.

BEWARE: There are 2 one-way versions of this dictionary (1) Collins French-English and (2) Collins

English-French. I assumed there was one version (a two-way dictionary) and bought the

English-French by mistake, and then my Kindle wouldn't code the dictionary under French (to link it

to French). I spent 45 minutes with Kindle Customer Service trying to get this fixed.The other

problem is that reviews are combined for both editions (16 reviews at the time I'm writing) - but they

are not the same book! Reviewers talk about how this book helps them read French novels - but this

is only true for the French-English version!If you want to read books in French and quickly look up

the English definition, buy the French-English edition.

I frequently read French on my Kindle, and the one-language French dictionary that comes with the

Kindle doesn't always serve my purposes. For example, if I look up "souci," in a French-only

dictionary, I will learn that it means "to worry" and is also the name of a flower. The description of

the flower in French will probably not be enough for me to realize that "souci" is the French name of

the flower we call "marigold" in English.I would like the dictionary better if it had more vocabulary

and more extensive lists of English translation. Frequently I will look up a word I encounter in a

French text and discover that it isn't in the Collins French-English dictionary for Kindle. On other

occasions I will find the word with some of its English meanings but not with the meaning the word

has in the text I am reading.I do find the dictionary to be worth the modest price I paid for it. It often



(but not always) tells gives me the English translation of a word I encounter in French. It is probably

most useful for those who read relatively simple French texts and least useful for those who read

more complex literature.
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